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 A new research report by Cologne-based Corpus Sireo shows that 
office asking rents in Germany’s main regional cities rose last year faster 
than in the country’s seven largest cities, driven by tenant demand for 
affordable and prime space.  Corpus Sireo, since last year a part of Zu-
rich-based insurance group Swiss Life, is Germany’s largest real estate 
asset manager for third parties, managing about €16.3bn of assets.

 

Regional office rents now outpacing 
Germany’s Big Seven cities - study

Average monthly asking rents in Ger-
many’s 14 key regional cities, such as 
Dresden, rose 3% last year to €8.10 per 
square metre, according to the survey 
compiled by Corpus Sireo and research 
firm empirica. That outpaced the 1.8% 
growth in average monthly asking rents 
to €16.00/sqm registered in the so-called 
“Big Seven” office markets of Berlin, Co-
logne, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg, 
Munich and Stuttgart. The researcher 
forecast further rental growth for 2014.

 According to Franz Krewel, man-
aging director of Corpus Sireo Asset 
Management Commercial, “This report 
pinpoints why investors and many of our 
clients find these smaller and less glam-
orous key regional office markets in Ger-
many so attractive. Properties in these 
cities generate higher yielding cashflows 
than assets in the Big Seven markets 
while offering prospects of less volatile 
and solid rental growth.”

He added that yield-hungry investors 
are increasingly deterred by the high 
prices and competition to acquire the 
few available assets in the Big Seven 
cities, and are instead turning to smaller 
regional office markets that offer regular 
rental growth and higher income returns.

 German prime office yields fell by 20 
basis points last year to between 4.3% 
and 4.8%, whereas office yields in the 
14 key regional city markets are 1 per-
centage point higher, the Corpus Sireo 
research shows.

 The research methodology for the 
study has involved bi-annual profiling of 
average monthly asking rents in Corpus 

BEOS on its way to €1bn fire-
power for 3rd industrial fund
BEOS, the Berlin-based commercial real 
estate asset manager and project devel-
oper led by Dr. Stephan Bone-Winkel, 
has raised €600m in its first closing for its 
third open-ended Spezialfonds, following 
on the heels of its highly successful first 
two similar funds, which were likewise 
heavily over-subscribed.....  . see page 2

Düsselhyp back in embrace 
of Germany’s BDB 
For the second time in five years, the tiny 
commercial real estate lender Düssel-
dorfer Hypothekenbank (Düsselhyp) has 
been expropriated by Germany’s BDB 
association of private sector banks (sim-
ilar to the US’s FDIC, or Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation, the state’s bank 
guarantee fund).                    see page 8

Germany again tops retail-
ers target markets for 2015
New research from global property ad-
visor CBRE reveals that Germany has 
retained its number one position for the 
second consecutive year as the most 
popular retail market in the world, with 
40% of retailers planning to open a store 
there in 2015.  It is closely...          page 12

HSH Nordbank ups RE lend-
ing, opens Frankfurt office
Another bank flexing its muscles again 
after having its horns clipped during the 
financial crisis is northern German public 
sector bank HSH Nordbank, which has  
increased real estate lending and..page 17  
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office markets, where we continue to find 
attractively priced assets that generate 
stable income returns.”

 The complete report “Germany 21: 
Regional office market 
index” can be down-
loaded at no charge 
from: www.corpussir-
eo.com/download 

Separately, Ingo 
Hartlief, CEO of Corpus 
Sireo, told members of 
the press at the recent 
MIPIM in Cannes that 
the group’s new sta-
tus as a division of 

Swiss Life was enabling it to prepare 
the groundwork for a new phase of ac-
quisition and co-investment, after a pe-
riod last year where it was concentrating 
on disposals and solidifying its platform 
as a service provider on €2.3bn worth of 
assets for third parties. 

Hartlief said that the service platform 
was being expanded and, thanks to the 
patronage of Swiss Life, Corpus Sireo 
would again be actively co-investing with 
partners on new acquisitions with stakes 
of between 5% and 20%. Under the old 
ownership structure (the company had 
three German savings banks as co-own-
ers) this new approach would not have 
worked, he said.  The company is form-
ing a new acquisitions unit under veteran 
Corpus Sireo manager Roy Brümmer to 
look at single and portfolio acquisitions 
from €5m upwards, sourcing on behalf 
of national and international clients as 
well as its parent. Targeted assets will be 
residential, office, retail and healthcare 
assets.. 

Last year Corpus Sireo booked pre-
tax profits of €42.6m with its 560 em-
ployees, double the €21.5m of 2013. 
Funds from operations jumped to 
€72m from €41m. During the year it 
sold own and third party assets worth 
€2.3bn, and signed on new or extend-
ed residential and commercial leases 
for nearly 750,000 sqm.

Sireo’s GERMANY 21 Regional Office 
Market Index. The 14 key regional cit-
ies are: Aachen, Bonn, Bremen, Dort-
mund, Dresden, Essen, Hanover, Karl-
sruhe, Leipzig, Mainz, 
Mannheim, Münster, 
Nuremberg and Wies-
baden.

 Mannheim over-
took Bonn as the 
most expensive main 
regional city following 
a 10% increase last 
year that lifted average 
monthly asking rents 
to €9.85/sqm, the in-
dex shows. Essen and Nuremburg also 
registered growth in asking rents that 
exceeded 5%. Across the 14 regional 
cities, rents range from Leipzig, the least 
expensive at €6.70, to Mannheim at the 
top of the list. 

Dresden had the highest turnover of 
the B-cities at about 90,000 sqm from 
a total office rental area of 3.4m sqm, 
with average rent of €7.10. The city has 
been performing well economically, with 
the number of full-time employees rising 
by 8.5% over the last three years. With 
low levels of new construction, vacancy 
levels have fallen to 9.6% on a steady 
downward trend.

Stuttgart registered the fastest growth 
rate of the Big Seven cities with average 
asking rents rising by 6%, while Cologne 
suffered a 1% decline. 

 Corpus Sireo also analyses the rental 
performance of office stock across the 
21 cities based on building age. It shows 
that the best assets for rental growth are 
new developments followed by pre-1945 
buildings. Offices built in the 50 years 
ending 1995 registered a 5% increase in 
asking rents, reflecting the potential for 
refurbishment and renovation, the study 
showed.

 Krewel added, “The weight of money 
targeting the Big Seven cities in Germa-
ny means that investors are discovering 
these often overlooked key regional city 
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DEALS ROUNDUP

“The weight of mon-
ey targeting the Big 7 
cities means that in-
vestors are discover-
ing these often over-
looked key regional 
city office markets, 
with well-priced as-

sets generating stable 
economic returns” 
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Germany/Industrial
BEOS on its way to €1bn 
firepower for third industrial 
fund

BEOS, the Berlin-based commercial real 
estate asset manager and project devel-
oper led by Dr. Stephan Bone-Winkel, 
has raised €600m in its first closing for 
its third open-ended Spezialfonds, fol-
lowing on the heels of its highly suc-
cessful first two similar funds, which 
were likewise heavily over-subscribed.

Among the 30 institutional investors 
backing the BEOS Corporate Real 
Estate Fund Germany III (CREFG III) 
are insurance companies, occupational 
pension funds, savings banks and not-
for-profit foundations. With projected 
borrowings of 42.5%, the fund now has 
€1bn in firepower to invest. 

As with predecessors CREFG I 
and CREFG II, the fund will invest in 
high-yielding existing mixed-use prop-
erties in Germany’s stronger economic 
regions. It expects to be fully invested 

within three years. BEOS’s 
speciality is industrial prop-
erty that doesn’t fit into the 
classical categories of ‘of-
fice’, ‘retail’ or ‘logisitic’, but 
is more like ‘flexible light in-
dustrial’ that can be used for 
production and manufacture, 
storage, repair and mainte-
nance, research, administra-
tion, or even include showrooms.

According to CEO Stefan Bone-Win-
kel (pictured, right), “With this increased 
fund volume we can now do transac-
tions of upwards of €100m with large 
Mittelstand companies, and hence open 
up entirely new segments of the in-
dustrial property market”. The average 
however is likely to be €25m-30m per 
property

The fund predicts returns of 6.5% 
annually after deduction of costs and 
charges, with the duration of the fund 
set for ten years.. Investors in the lat-
est fund are exclusively domestic insti-
tutional investors, including those who 

failed to get a full allotment 
in the earlier funds, particu-
larly CREFG II.

The first deals are al-
ready being lined up for the 
new fund. Three industrial 
properties in Berlin, Ham-
burg and Cologne with a to-
tal volume of about €200m 
are currently being closed 

on. Three-quarters of the fund’s capital 
will be targeting Germany’s Big 7 cities, 
with a quarter reserved for B-cities such 
as Hannover, Regensburg, Ulm or Karl-
sruhe, said Bone-Winkel.

Altogether this year BEOS expects 
to invest €450m, with the bulk of that 
earmarked for assets in its CREFG II 
fund as well as the new fund, along with 
about €150m for project developments. 
Last year BEOS bought eight assets for 
€350m, of which eight were for the sec-
ond fund.

CREFG I, the first fund, was set up 
in October 2010 and reached a volume 
of €400m with 22 properties.  BEOS’s 
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  It feels almost too good 
to be true.  The mood at the 
recent MIPIM and at the Real 
Estate Capital Germany Fo-
rum 2015 which we attended 
point to a German real estate 
industry in robust good shape, 
a market still seen as offering 
plenty of growth potential – in-
deed, perhaps even more now, given 
Germany’s relative strength compared 
to its European neighbours. 

Commentators, bankers, brokers and 
investors are all unanimous in decrying 
any notion of a bubble in German real es-
tate. Capital is so plentiful that the Ger-
man banks are falling over themselves to 
warn that their lending will be curtailed 
this year as investors break ranks and 
seek funding for ever-riskier proposi-
tions. Listed companies can seeming-
ly raise capital at will, prompting a rash 
of new planned IPOs and debt-fuelled 
mergers – with some unlikely-looking 
candidates jumping out of the cupboard 
and announcing that their imminent list-
ing is a mere few days away.  

And then – hey presto! – they’re trad-
ing on the Entry Standard of the Frank-
furt Stock Exchange and issuing press 
releases about discounts to NAV and the 
like. This sort of capital market preamble 
used to take months.  Now it’s weeks, or 
even days. Breathtaking stuff.

Of course, it’s a virtuous circle, of 
sorts. Germany profits massively from 
the fixed exchange rate nature of the 
euro straitjacket, trading with its neigh-
bours in a (for Germany) undervalued 
currency and with a sizeable cost and ef-
ficiency advantage. Externally, the weak 
(and weakening) euro makes German 
products even more attractive on a world 
stage, boosting the country’s trade bal-
ance with the rest of the world and lead-
ing to domestic demand for offices, busi-
ness parks, logistics properties and more 
housing. All of which is further supported 
by the demand for housing from new 
immigrants from Germany’s southern 

For the Germans at Cannes, it was ‘laissez les bon temps rouler’

neighbours, jumping ship from 
their own uncompetitive countries 
to join in the German party.

Meanwhile, Europe’s most 
reluctant homeowners (bar the 
Swiss) are cottoning on that, at 
super-low interest rates which 
they can fix for ten or fifteen years, 
and with banks scrambling to 

lend to any reasonably solvent borrower, 
it’s time to join the ranks of the mortgaged 
classes.  What’s not to like, for now?

And there’s more good news. Chinese 
and other Asian investors are burying 
their reticence about Germany, which 
until a few years ago they didn’t really 
understand. After investing more in Lon-
don last year than all European investors 
combined, Germany is now very much on 
their radar, and German brokers are lick-
ing their chops in anticipation of the new 
buying groups arriving on these shores. 

Chinese project developers and in-
surers have been to the fore in London, 
freed up by their government to actively 
expand abroad - and these are now reg-
ular visitors to Frankfurt, Munich, Berlin 
and Hamburg. They invested €700m in 
Germany two years ago, then €2.3bn last 
year. And that’s not counting the thou-
sands of individual residential deals that, 
certainly anecdotally, can make up a third 
of all new sales in new German housing 
developments, such as the Europaviertel 
in Frankfurt.

Price levels in London and Paris are 
driving these Asian investors to Germany, 
where lower prices and the commitment 
to stable pricing are increasingly viewed 
as a competitive advantage. If the Kore-
ans have been most active in Germany so 
far, the Chinese and Singaporeans are not 
far behind, and are now frequently in the 
mix in German bidding wars for assets in 
the €100m-plus category. 

They’ve mostly been losing in these 
bidding processes so far, in part because 
their expectations of 5%-6% yield are 
somewhat unrealistic on the core proper-
ties which attract the most competitors. 

.................................................
EDITORIAL

But they’re beefing up their expertise with 
local partners, while for German banks of-
fering low-margin loans these new arrivals 
represent a new source of blue-chip part-
ner, often backed implicitly by the govern-
ment of the world’s second superpower. 

As always, the best time to borrow 
money is when you don’t need it – and the 
resources of the big Chinese insurers are 
so mighty that German banks will rush to 
embrace their new Asian friends. When 
a decent Beijing or Shanghai office lease 
agreement has a three or five-year dura-
tion at most, a German ten-year agree-
ment with a solid anchor tenant and yield-
ing maybe 5% starts to look very attractive 
indeed. Big broker groups in Germany, 
such as CBRE and Catella, report that 
average bank borrowing by Chinese has 
risen from 15% to 25%. The trend is clear.

The key drivers are diversification, sta-
bility, and a hedge against inflation, which 
has kept Chinese focused on core prop-
erties so far, but with experience this will 
broaden to include several other asset cat-
egories. We’re already seeing a bottom-up 
move into hotels and other facilities likely 
to benefit from rising numbers of travellers, 
with such deals being sourced frequently 
from within offshore Asian networks. 

Given the notoriously secretive nature 
of Chinese negotiation, we’d have thought 
that most failed Chinese bids in Germa-
ny would be quickly bustled out of sight 
behind bamboo curtains. But lo! Now it 
seems that two giant Chinese investors, 
privately-owned conglomerate Fosun and 
insurer Ping An, are engaged in a bitter 
battle with each other to secure 18 prized 
office assets on Berlin’s Potsdamer Platz, 
part of the liquidating SEB Asset Manage-
ment’s fund holdings.  

The price is €1.5bn, and the winner can 
claim responsibility for Germany’s biggest 
transaction of its type since the heady 
days of 2007. Sadly for the loser, blaming 
local German knowledge for being pipped 
at the post won’t cut it this time.  A new era 
is being ushered in.

                        Charles Kingston, Editor
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second fund, CREFG II has a volume of 
€630m (far more than the original €400m 
planned), and with 17 properties is now 
82% invested, while expecting to buy at 
most a further four assets. Both funds 
are so far meeting their targets of paying 
out 6.75% to 7.0% to their investors.

Founded in 1997, the company has 
grown rapidly in the past few years to 
70 employees, including a further 27 
staff between 2012 and the end of this 
year. It has offices in Berlin, Hamburg, 
Frankfurt, Cologne and Munich. It cur-
rently has 55 commercial properties 
under management with 700 tenants, 
with 1.8m sqm of lettable space valued 
at more than €1.5bn.

investor buying a multi-family house for a 
factor of thirty times annual rent (not un-
typical in a city like Munich, for example), 
who would be lucky to even make that. 
In 2008 the 10-year German government 
bond was paying 3.99%, while initial 
yields on a core German office property 
were about 5%. Today the government 
bond yields 0.31%, while the real estate 
asset returns 4%. And - hey presto! - a 
much improved spread of 3.7% for to-
day’s investor.

Bone-Winkel cites our old friend Rob-
ert Shiller (of the Case-Shiller Index) in 
the revised third edition of Shiller’s book 
“Irrational Exuberance” warning of a 
coming bubble in bond prices.  The ac-

REFIRE: In an article in the Ger-
man business press recently, Professor 
Bone-Winkel criticised the tendency 
of investors to justify current low yields 
by comparing the spreads available on 
real estate over the return on risk-free 
government bonds. This gives an over-
all false impression of yields available in 
asset categories which might not neces-
sarily be those in which the majority of 
investors are competing with each other, 
and hence driving yields downwards on 
those assets, he rightly says.

He cites open-ended public real es-
tate funds and certain special funds as 
probably achieving a yield of one percent 
in the current climate, similar to a private 
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tions of the Fed, and now our own Euro-
pean Central Bank, in buying up available 
bonds – and signalling to issuers that 
they are prepared to “do what it takes” 
to buy up any amount more – are leading 
to major distortions on bond markets. 2% 
on Spanish government bonds – the low-
est ever recorded – and effectively nega-
tive interest rates on a third of European 
sovereign bonds make the comparison 
with the risk-free vehicle no longer a valid 
measure of satisfactory returns on Euro-
pean real estate, he says. 

Bone-Winkel’s argument that investors 
need to be seeking out more profitable 
niche segments rather than all chasing 
the same elusive assets is given added 
weight by the success of his company’s 
approach to date.  The equity flowing into 
his latest fund suggests that in Germa-
ny, at least, many domestic investors are 
starting to see the light.

Germany/Research
German multi-let commer-
cial property transactions 
jump 75%

Investment transaction volumes in the 
German multi-let commercial property 
segment jumped 75% to €1.6bn in 2014 
on a year-on-year basis, according to 
specialist real estate research consul-
tancy BulwienGesa. The consultants 
presented the second edition of their 
comprehensive study of the sector, Ini-
tiative Unternehmensimmbolien, at 
the MIPIM in Cannes in March.

Multi-let commercial properties – 
known as Unternehmensimmobilien 
in German - typically refer to buildings 
with medium-sized companies as ten-
ants. Types of use normally include of-
fices, warehouses, manufacturing, re-
search, services and/or wholesale trade 
and clearance space (see our article on 
BEOS, above).

High demand reduced yields in the 
segment as 480,000 m2 of space was 

leased in the second half of 2014, boost-
ing cash flow. “Unternehmensimmobil-
ien assets are gradually developing their 
own market share. This is partly due to 
improved transparency,” said Andreas 
Schulten, CEO of Bulwiengesa and 
publisher of the Initiative’s latest market 
report. The total transaction volume of 
€1.62bn was 75% higher than in 2013.

Multi-let commercial and light indus-
trial properties accounted for around 
4% of the total of €40.5bn of real es-
tate investment in Germany last year, up 
0.5% on 2013.

Schulten said the pool of data pro-
viders for the Initiative’s reports has 
expanded recently with the addition of 
Corpus Sireo, Garbe Logistic and In-
vesta, three leading players in the Ger-
man real estate industry. They joined 
founding members ATOS, Aurelis, 
BEOS, Hansteen, GSG Berlin, Segro, 
Sirius and Valad.

Within the segment, converted 
properties accounted for the largest 
single category of transaction among 
Unternehmensimmobilien, with sales 
worth over €500m – up by 30% on the 
previous year. In the latter half of 2014 
alone, sales of €343m were recorded for 
converted properties. Business parks 
were another popular choice, attracting 
investments of €480m – a year-on-year 
increase of 140%. In fact, all four cate-
gories saw a significant rise in demand 
compared to 2013, with the sales vol-
umes for production facilities and ware-
houses/logistics properties rising by 
64% and 125% respectively.

For definition purposes of what con-
stitutes “Unternehmensimmobilien”, 
Schulten clarified, “The Initiative Un-
ternehmensimmobilien does not take 
large-scale facilities for contract lo-
gistics into account. Instead, it focus-
es on smaller integrated units. This is 
in contrast to logistics market reports 
that tend to document large-volume 
warehouses without including Un-
ternehmensimmobilien.”

Overall, the types of assets included 
in the segment “Unternehmensimmobil-
ien” still offer relatively high yields. The 
four categories – converted properties, 
business parks, production facilities and 
warehouse/logistics properties – deliv-
ered average gross initial yields of 9.6% 
last year. The last category, warehouse/
logistics properties, offered the lowest 
yield at 8.9%, while business parks re-
turned 10.6% due to still relatively low 
purchase prices.

“Looking at average values is just one 
side of the coin,“ says Schulten. “There 
was a noticeable yield compression of 
top yields in the latter half of 2014.” 
Business parks showed the highest 
number of transactions was business 
parks, with prime yields sinking to 5.7% 
This was closely followed by converted 
properties with 5.9%. Manufacturing fa-
cilities and warehouses/logistics prop-
erties were close to one another and re-
corded relatively high maximum returns 
of 6.5 % and 6.7% respectively. 

“This clearly underlines the level of 
competition for first-rate properties 
in Germany,” said Schulten. “There is 
scope to reap these kind of yields in 
Unternehmensimmobilien, but only for 
properties with exceptional potential.”

In the letting market, the largest 
jump in rents was in manufacturing 
facilities with highs of €7.10 per sqm. 
Increasingly, these are high-quality, 
specialist spaces that are more ex-
pensive than properties required for 
simple production processes. Prime 
rents for warehouses and small-scale 
logistics facilities also rose strongly, 
with rents of up to €12.50 per sqm. re-
corded. These levels are achievable in 
particular when logistics properties are 
part of a business park or a converted 
property and offered in combination 
with other types of space (e.g. offices). 
Prime rents for flexible real estate (flex 
spaces) also increased marginally, with 
the current maximum value standing at 
€10.60 per sqm.
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Clinching the Deal, written by 
experienced practitioner Joachim 
Arenth – and published in English 
by REFIRE Editions – will help you 
to edge out your competition when 
buying German property assets, 
and avoid making costly mistakes. 

Find out more about this book at www.clinching-the-deal.com

GERMAN REAL ESTATE –
How German bidding processes really work
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Germany/Pfandbriefe
Düsselhyp back again in 
embrace of Germany’s BDB 
Banking Association

For the second time in five years, the tiny 
commercial real estate lender Düssel-
dorfer Hypothekenbank (Düsselhyp) 
has been expropriated by Germany’s 
BDB association of private sector banks 
(similar to the US’s FDIC, or Federal De-
posit Insurance Corporation, the state’s 
bank guarantee fund). The BDB bought 
out the bank from US turnaround spe-
cialist Lone Star, to whom it had sold the 
bank five years ago.

A report this week by Bloomberg sug-
gested that a margin call from Eurex, the 
European derivatives market owned by 
Deutsche Börse AG, was what prompt-
ed the immediate need for the bank to be 
rescued, after it was asked to post addi-
tional collateral to remain solvent.

Düsselhyp needed a second rescue 
after its holdings of about €350m in Heta 
bonds, bonds issued by scandal-ridden 
Austrian lender Hypo Alpe Adria’s “bad 
bank” Heta, were suddenly made subject 
to a €11bn debt moratorium imposed by 
Austrian financial regulators until May 
2016, with the possibility of the bank be-
ing declared insolvent. The BDB’s man-
aging director simply commented, “With 
the acquisition of the bank the continu-
ation of the bank has been guaranteed 
in the interest of its customers and the 
stability of financial markets.”

The moratorium has affected sever-
al German banks, including BayernLB, 
which owned Hypo Alpe Adria before it 
was nationalised in 2009, and is likely 
facing the largest writedowns.  Others 
with large holdings included Deutsche 
Pfandbriefbank (which is taking €120m 
in writedowns against €395m in debt 
securities issued by Heta), HSH Nord-
bank, real estate lender Deutsche Hypo 
(€245m) and its parent Nord/LB (€135m) 
in Hanover, and insurer Munich Re.

According to Germany’s finance min-

istry, bank regulators were continuing to 
study the moratorium’s impact on Ger-
man banks but characterised the prob-
lems at DüsselHyp as an “isolated case”. 
The ministry said “The BaFin and (reso-
lution authority) FMSA stood ready at all 
times to use crisis measures under the 
banking supervision law and the new re-
covery and resolution act.”

Rating agency Fitch has said that, as-
suming a haircut of 50 % and assuming 
that German banks hold around 40% of 
Heta’s liabilities that are affected by the 
moratorium, this could cost German 
banks up to 10% of the sector’s 2015 net 
profit.

After an outside audit found addition-
al writedown needs of up to €7.6bn for 
Heta loans, Austrian financial regulator 
FMA took control of the workout entity 
earlier this month and imposed a debt 
service moratorium on more than €11bn 
of its debt until May 2016, with the pos-
sibility that the bank could be declared 
insolvent. 

The move by the BDP to take Düs-
selhyp under its wing means that Lone 
Star’s planned sale of the unit to a con-
sortium led by London-based Attestor 
and German investment banker Patrick 
Bettschneider is now off the table.

REFIRE: The immediate cause of the 
cloak-and-dagger action by Germany’s 
BDB was that Düsselhyp’s core Tier 1 
(CT1) capital of €233m was suddenly not 
enough after the Austrian moratorium 
would have led to a likely 50% haircut 
on its holdings of senior unsecured Heta 
bonds. The bank would have been un-
able to continue trading, and since Lone 
Star was not obliged under German law 
to contribute fresh capital, its proposed 
sale could not go ahead and it would 
have collapsed.

The issue at stake here (and in other 
planned disposals such as the West-
immo sale, recently resolved by that 
bank’s takeover by Aareal Bank) is the 
integrity of the German Pfandbrief.  Like 

...see page 10

many Pfandbrief-issuing banks, the 
much-vaunted German covered bond 
is Düsselhyp’s principal vehicle for refi-
nancing itself, and makes up the majority 
of its liabilities. Without retail deposits, its 
only other source of financing is institu-
tional deposits, again covered by effec-
tive guarantees from the German deposit 
fund. Between such deposits and its 
Pfandbrief issuance, German govern-
ment guarantees underpin practically all 
of its liabilities.

Given the riskiness of its still-steadily 
shrinking balance sheet (legacy US mort-
gages and mortgage-backed securities, 
heavy exposure to cross-border commer-
cial property loans, and a liberal sprinkling 
of Spanish, Portuguese and Italian sov-
ereign debt), the bank would be difficult 
to recapitalise. The German authorities 
obviously saw no alternative but to get 
the bank back in amongst their own ranks 
and let time do the rest, rather than risk 
any default or any threat to the integrity of 
the Pfandbrief – the sacred cow of Ger-
man real estate banking and financing.

Germany/Residential
The Mietpreisbremse be-
comes law – How German 
cities are reacting

Germany’s upper house, the Bundesrat, 
approved the introduction of the Miet-
preisbremse, or rental cap, and an ad-
ditional law – the Bestellerprinzip, or “he 
who orders, pays” - designed to alter the 
manner in which commission on real es-
tate transactions is paid. Both new laws 
are now merely awaiting the signature of 
the nation’s president Joachim Gauck 
before coming into effect in (most likely) 
June this year.

The Mietpreisbremse is designed to 
cap the amount by which residential rents 
are permitted to rise in urban areas which 
are threatened by rent price overheating. 
The law allows a maximum of a 10% in-
crease in rent on a new lease contract 
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over an agreed rent table or index for the 
relevant neighbourhood. Germany’s fed-
eral states are empowered by the law to 
designate areas within their jurisdictions 
which fall into this category, initially for 
a five year period up to 31st December 
2020. Newly-built apartments, whose 
first tenancy agreement was signed after 
21st October 2014, are excluded from 
the new regulation, as are apartments 
that have been extensively modernised.

Justice Minister Heiko Maas of the 
SPD coalition partners in Berlin com-
mented to the German Press Agency 
immediately after the Bundesrat’s rati-
fication, “Housing cannot be allowed to 
become a luxury.  We expect that the Mi-
etpreisbremse will affect about 5 million 
apartments throughout Germany and 
benefit more than 400,000 tenants annu-
ally…The new measure is really import-
ant for normal earners, helping to ensure 
that rents don’t explode upwards any fur-
ther.  It will benefit people with not such 
high incomes, people with children who 
need a bigger apartment, without having 
to be driven out of their neighbourhood.”

Germany’s federal states are now 

working to identify which of their towns 
and cities, and within urban areas which 
specific neighborhoods, will be designat-
ed as falling under the protective mea-
sures. The pace of implementation dif-
fers from city to city, but the word coming 
in from around Germany suggests at the 
very least the following:

Munich: A spokeswoman from the 
Bavarian justice ministry said the state 
has been carrying out extensive statisti-
cal analysis of its counties and munici-
palities, “so that the sharp instrument of 
the Mietpreisbremse should only be used 
where it’s really necessary. Munich has 
the highest rents in Germany, running 
at about €15.77 per sqm per month for 
new leases. A recent new indexation of 
the city’s rents showed the highest rent 
increases in 12 years.

Berlin: The German capital 
plans to introduce the Mietpreisbremse 
across the entire city, “as soon as is le-
gally possible”, according to the city’s 
development ministry. The Berlin Ten-
ants Association reckons that the new 

law could dampen rent increases in two 
thirds of new lease agreements.

Hamburg: Mayor Olaf Scholz of the 
left-leaning SPD also plans to introduce 
the Mietpreisbremse across the entire 
city-state, although he is being faced by 
the threat of withdrawal from an import-
ant city house-building initiative of part-
ners who normally build at least 6,000 
housing units a year if he goes ahead 
with blanket coverage.

Cologne: The city is one of the lead-
ing proponents of the measure in North 
Rhine-Westphalia, with a very tight hous-
ing market and solid upward pressure 
on rents. Cologne is about mid-placed 
among bigger German cities, with av-
erage ‘cold’ rent of €10.27 per sqm per 
month. The city is still in the process of 
preparing its statistical study on its hous-
ing hot- and troublespots.

Frankfurt:  Hessen’s government is 
a big supporter of the Mietpreisbremse, 
and is still preparing its statistical report 
on housing in its big cities of Frankfurt, 
Wiesbaden, Darmstadt, Hanau, Kassel, 
Giessen and others. Frankfurt, with aver-
age rents of €13.35 per sqm, is pressing 
the state government hard for speedy 
implementation.

Stuttgart: The capital of Baden Würt-
temberg is one of the three most ex-
pensive of Germany’s largest cities with 
rents of €12.20 per sqm. Currently de-
bating whether the city should qualify as 
a whole, or whether it needs to be broken 
down into affected regions.

Düsseldorf:  Like Cologne, NRW’s 
capital city Düsseldorf has been pressing 
the state government for strong repre-
sentation in the Germany’s most popu-
lous state’s deliberations. With rents at 
a similar level to Cologne (€10.26 per 
sqm) the housing pressure is strong, and 
NRW’s Minister for Construction Michael 

...from	page	8
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Groschek (SPD) said recently he wants 
early adoption of the law by this summer

Bremen: The city-state of Bremen’s 
Senate plans a rapid introduction of the 
law, but has given no concrete date, 
while the building and construction min-
istry is preparing a detailed geographic 
breakdown of the city’s neighbourhoods. 
Bremen has above average unemploy-
ment for western Germany, and relatively 
low rents at €7.21 per sqm, less than half 
the rent level in Munich.

Dortmund:  Rents in Dortmund are 
fairly cheap at €6.52 per sqm and there 
is no immediate pressure on housing in 
most of the city’s neighbourhoods. Be-
cause of this the city is not planning to 
impose the Mietpreisbremse, although 
the Dortmund Tenants Association 
want the city to rethink its views, partic-
ularly in respect of housing in the more 
desirable southern districts of the city.

Essen: At an average rent of €6.25, 
Essen is the most affordable of Germa-
ny’s big cities, with comparatively plenty 
of housing available and a reasonable 
balance of quality neighbourhoods, 
hence no immediate plans to introduce 
the Mietpreisbremse into the city, accord-
ing to a city spokesperson.

Germany/Listed Companies
Deutsche Annington take-
over of Gagfah complete, 
prepares for new start

Listed German residential landlord Deut-
sche Annington has concluded its 
merger with rival housing investor Gag-
fah after securing the votes of 94% of 
the Gagfah voting shares. The new com-
pany will be renamed Vonovia SE from 
April this year, and will manage about 
350,000 residential apartments, with a 
portfolio value of €21bn housing nearly a 
million tenants.

The combination of the largest and the 
third-largest German residential compa-
nies has created the largest European 
residential property group, and the sec-
ond-largest listed property company 
overall in continental Europe after Uni-
bail-Rodamco. Annington and Gagfah 
reckon they can achieve cost efficiencies 
of €84m over the next two years through 
the merger.

Recent figures posted by Annington 
show that it boosted 2014 FFO by 28% 
to a record €287m after swallowing two 
of its earlier acquisitions, but before 
the Gagfah bid. The two big buys were 
11,400 units from DeWAG, mainly locat-
ed in Hamburg, Frankfurt and Munich, 
and a 31,000-unit portfolio from Vitus 
Immobilien, largely located through 
North Rhine-Westphalia.

According to Deutsche Annington’s 
CEO Rolf Buch (pictured, above), who 
will also be the top man at the new en-
larged firm with Gagfah’s boss Thom-
as Zinnöcker as his deputy, the target 
for 2015 on the Annington share of the 
business alone is for an increase in the 
FFO to €340-€360m while pushing up 
NAV by 4% to nearly €25.00 per share. 
It also plans further capex investment of 
more than €400m and is targeting rental 
growth of 2.6%-2.8% for rental income 
of €900m.

In 2014 Annington’s investment 
in modernisation and maintenance 
amounted to €346m, and over 10,000 
of its apartments underwent energy effi-
ciency improvements. The vacancy rate 
improved slightly to 3.4% from 3.5%, 
monthly in-place rent per sqm rose to 
€5.55 from €5.41. Rental income came 
to €789m, and asset value rose 28% to 
€6.6bn or €24.22 per share. The current 
Annington share price is about €32.00, 
having risen by more than 50% over the 
past year.

Meanwhile, Gagfah shareholders got 
a nasty little surprise this week when 
Deutsche Annington scuppered its plans 
to pay out its first dividend after a lengthy 

hiatus – certainly since the time nearly 
five years ago when majority owner US 
private equity group Fortress had the 
company firmly in its grasp, and Gagfah 
had one of the most generous dividend 
yields in the business. For 2014 the com-
pany had planned a full-year dividend 
payout of €0.35 per share as a parting 
gift to loyal shareholders, but this has 
now been cancelled by the new incom-
ing regime.

Annington is clearly moving swiftly to 
ensure the smoothest possible absorp-
tion of Gagfah. Just this week Annington 
placed a bond with two separate tranch-
es on the market, raising €1bn from in-
vestors, who heavily oversubscribed the 
issue. The tranches have a five-year and 
a ten-year duration. The €500m ten-year 
paper is paying a coupon of 1.5%, while 
the other €500m five-year bond is paying 
0.875%. The proceeds will be used to 
repay bridge financing used in the cash 
component of the Gagfah takeover.

These are Annington’s ninth and tenth 
bonds issued overall. Bonds that are out-
standing include six euro-denominated 
bonds totalling €4bn and two dollar-de-
nominated bonds totalling €1bn, with 
maturities in 2017 and 2023 respectively. 
The company is due to repay a €700m 
euro-denominated bond with a 2.125% 
coupon next year, but is likely to roll this 
over with a new bond issue.

Europe/ Retail
Germany again tops retail-
ers target markets for 2015

New research from global property ad-
visor CBRE reveals that Germany has 
retained its number one position for the 
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FRANKFURT AM MAIN ·   LAMPERTHEIM ·   BERLINsecond consecutive year as the most popular retail mar-
ket in the world, with 40% of retailers planning to open a 
store there in 2015. Germany is closely followed by the 
UK with 33% and France with 31% of retailers.

47% of retailers surveyed in the survey, How Active 
are Retailers Globally? indicated that unclear economic 
prospects and cost escalation, largely due to increases 
in rental costs and lack of quality retail space, are the 
biggest concerns for 2015. However, despite this, appe-
tite for international expansion remains a strong focus as 
retailers continue to invest in their store network through-
out 2015.

Global retailers continue to be attracted to Germany 
largely due to the opportunity to target more than 30 large 
cities with high purchasing power. Despite the huge inter-
est in the German market, retail rents have largely remained 
stable or have seen a slight increase. The UK also contin-
ues to be a popular target for overseas retailers as demand 
for store space remains resilient, especially in London. 

France follows closely behind the UK, attracting retail-
ers due to its mature market with several strong cities 
and a large number of very successful shopping centres 
across the country. Retailers are generally attracted to the 
ability to get critical mass quickly, and have focussed on 
Paris and the Paris region before expanding into other 
cities. Recent changes to Sunday trading days from five 
to 12 per year in some areas, and the creation of Zones 
Of International Tourism, which will allow Sunday opening 
all year round is further improving the attractiveness of 
France to retailers.

Peter Gold, Head of Cross-Border Retail, CBRE, 
commented: “Given the ongoing challenges retailers face 
from cost escalation, successful delivery of omni-chan-
nel, and changes in consumer behaviour, it is increasingly 
important for them to have a strong network of stores to 
effectively represent their brand. The cost to open a new 
store remains prohibitive, and retailers now have to look 
beyond key areas to traditionally less premium sites.

Germany/Listed Companies
Westgrund AG triples profit, prior to 
Adler takeover

The listed residential real estate company Westgrund 
AG has gone through huge growth in the past year, and 
has just posted its best ever results. It tripled its num-
ber of apartments from 4,905 to 16,847 in the course of 
the year, and nearly doubled its revenues (almost entirely 
rental income) to €35.7m. 
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Its corresponding increase in mar-
ket cap will see the company enter the 
small-cap-index SDAX of 50 smaller list-
ed companies in April, putting it in the 
elite company of the 130 most significant 
listed stocks on the German exchange. 
Other real estate companies in the SDAX 
include DIC Asset, Alstria Office REIT, 
Hamborner REIT, Deutsche Office AG, 
TLG Immobilien and Patrizia Immo-
bilen.

The leap into the big time came last 
year when Westgrund bought a 13,000-
unit portfolio, tripling its size at one fell 
swoop. The company financed the deal 
with nearly 35% of its own equity, with 
a subsequent rise in the free float from 
20% to more than 50% through a capital 
raising via the issue of new shares, which 
raised €140m.  

Gross profit almost tripled in line with 
growth in the real estate portfolio to 
€119.2 million, reflecting the increased 
value of the real estate portfolio, at €78.9 
million almost four times higher than in 
the previous year. EBT jumped to €71.6m, 
more than triple the figure for 2013. The 
after-taxes consolidated net figure was 
€59.8m, again triple the previous year’s 
figure. FFO also quadrupled, from €1.3m 
to €5.6m. The company’s overall LTV ra-
tio was 54%, and its average weighted 
interest rate on its recently renegotiated 
external borrowings is now 2.6%.

Based on these figures, the EPRA 
going concern value of Westgrund will 
be €313.5m at end-2014, with undlilut-
ed NAV per share at €4.24. The compa-
ny’s share price has soared since then, 
to more than €5.00. Fellow-listed Adler 
Real Estate AG, who shares a common 
major shareholder with Westgrund in the 
Swiss-based Wecken & Cie, has already 
secured enough votes for a takeover of 
Westgrund by the middle of this year.

Adler itself recently posted a strong 
increase in cash flow for 2014, up by 
40.3% to €16.75m, and a consolidat-
ed profit which more than doubled to 
€111.57m from €46.88m the previous 

year. The company boosted its own 
residential property portfolio from 7,797 
units at end-2013 to 24,086 units, includ-
ing some commercial properties, by the 
end of 2014.

Europe/NPLs
German NPL sales steady 
but unspectacular, confer-
ence hears

One of the livelier sessions at the recent 
Real Estate Capital Germany Forum 
2015 held at the Kempinski Hotel outside 
Frankfurt last week, and attended by RE-
FIRE, was a panel session entitled NPLs: 
A European Perspective. 

Ably chaired by Gifford West (pic-
tured, right), head of international opera-
tions at leading web-based marketplace 
DebtX in Boston, the panel included 
NPL experts Ulrich Ahrens 
of Apollo Global Manage-
ment, Thomas Wiegand 
of Cerberus Deutschland, 
Clarence Dixon of CBRE, 
Ruprecht Hellauer of Al-
bulus Advisors Germany, 
and Jose Holgado of FMS 
Wertmanagement.

Gifford West jokingly 
pointed out that, had we 
been in 2005, the session would have 
been the early-morning pace-setter for 
the entire event.  In 2015, however, he 
suggested that the absence of the major 
long-threatened tsunami of German NPL 
sales meant that the NPL panel discus-
sion was now deemed more suitable for 
the post afternoon-coffee slot, and just 
prior to cocktails. (Hmmm...Ed.)

Most panellists agreed that the tsuna-
mi was still well out of sight, apart from 
Commerzbank’s ongoing efforts to shift 
its own and its erstwhile Eurohypo sub-
sidiary’s legacy loans off its books with 
the maximum haste. As for the other 
German banks, the ‘bad banks’ FMS 
and EAA with their low funding costs are 

pursuing “organic” resolutions, while the 
large private banks are handling things 
internally with their own workout teams, 
and the smaller Sparkassen are also 
grinding away with their internal teams 
‘resolving’ problems gradually.

The participants agreed that nonethe-
less there was a steady stream of gran-
ular sales eating away at the mountain 
of NPLs, albeit often barely noticeable 
until you compare the heap a year later, 
and note how much it has gone down. 
Ruprecht Hellauer of Albulus in partic-
ular stressed the steady chipping-away 
nature of the business now, rather than 
big spectacular portfolios being sudden-
ly released. Throughout Europe, large 
sales are still likely for non-core positions 
while banks adjust their strategies to ei-
ther a national approach or a pan-Euro-
pean approach. German banks are, still, 
weighing up whether loan sales can help 

them close down unde-
sirable positions, and 
will still sell off loans if 
it’s not worth the trou-
ble of working them 
out. However, these 
are more likely now to 
be single asset or small 
pool sales.

These domestic 
sales are a function of 

operating costs versus balance sheet 
considerations, and the squeezing of 
German banks’ margins in operative 
lending in this new low interest rate en-
vironment is helping to keep a steady 
pressure on the need to reduce costs in 
working out NPLs, the panellists agreed.

West pushed the panel as to when 
the next German NPL crisis would rear 
its head, given the competitive nature of 
current German lending. The panel was 
divided, with some believing the les-
sons of the past had been learned. Most 
agreed, however, that if bulk German 
sales were to put their indelible stamp 
on the market as in previous years, that 
moment was still at least five years away.
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Germany/Open-ended Funds
German open ended fund 
disposals now at record 
discounts

German open-ended funds (GOEFs) sold 
€3.3bn of commercial property assets 
in 2014 at a record discount of -20% 
against book value, according to re-
search by property adviser DTZ, which 
has been tracking sales since the sector 
was hit by massive fund closures.

DTZ’s sixth biannual report on the liq-
uidation of GOEFs shows the selling pro-
cess continues to provide opportunities 
in a wide range of countries with liquidat-
ing funds expected to sell €11.7bn of Eu-
ropean assets over the next three years.

German open-ended funds hold 
€81bn of property assets worldwide – of 
which €12.8bn (nearly 16%) are to be 
sold by 2017 as 18 different funds enter 
their liquidation phase. European assets 
will account for the overwhelming major-
ity of disposals with the €11.7bn of sales 
concentrated mainly in Germany (34%), 
Benelux (22%) and France (16%).

The liquidation of GOEFs has already 
provided the market with €10bn of sales 
since 2012. After acceleration in H1 2014, 
sales volume came back to lower level in 
H2 resulting in a yearly total slightly be-
low the 2013 volume of €3.5bn.

The geographic focus of sales 
changed dramatically during the last 12 
months. Sales activity in the first half of 
the year was mainly outside the three 
core markets but the latter six months 
showed a strong comeback of Germany 
and France as the most active markets 
for liquidation.

While the volume of sales recorded in 
2014 remained high, pricing achieved by 
the liquidating funds declined significant-
ly compared to the start of this process. 
A 3% premium on 2012 sales has col-
lapsed to a 20% discount for disposals 
across the last two years.

Magali Marton, Head of EMEA Re-
search at DTZ, commented: “The biggest 

discounts were recorded for the most ur-
gent disposals from funds that were set 
to be liquidated in 2014, but we also saw 
some long-term liquidation in specific 
countries within Southern Europe, CEE 
and Benelux. Numerous sales occurred 
in Germany in 2014 at 14% below their 
book value, up from 8% just a year ago 
as many sales occurred in non-prime lo-
cations.”

Sales expected in 2015 should be 
fewer than in recent years. However, 
target liquidations for 2016-17 are large 
across Germany, Benelux and France. 
Nigel Almond, Head of Capital Markets 
at DTZ, added: “We expect discount on 
book value to remain high regarding the 
upcoming sales of liquidating German 
open-ended funds. This will provide at-
tractively priced opportunities for inves-
tors needing to deploy capital across 
Europe.”

Meanwhile, on the funds inflow side, 
the open-ended funds sector in Ger-
many is experiencing a renaissance.  In 
December 2014 alone net fund inflows 
were over €1bn, as yield expectations 
of 2%-3% are still much preferable to 
nearly zero on cash deposits, while the 
perceived risk of the funds is now much 
diminished in the light of the new regula-
tions governing the sector. 

Robin Haber of FERI EuroRating 
said in a recent newspaper article on 
the sector, “The open-ended funds cri-
sis was a weeding-out process, which 
the strongest funds have now survived. 
Those fund initiators who are still in the 
market today, are managing funds with a 
good mix of real estate assets and high 
levels of tenant occupancy.”

Germany/IPOs
Aurelis, ADO, Publity all lin-
ing up for market listings

The markets are in need of a good sto-
ry, after the surge in German real estate 
companies’ share prices over the last 

few years, and that story is consolida-
tion. Among existing listed companies, 
merger fever has gripped the markets. 
Deutsche Annington has just taken over 
rival Gagfah for €3.9bn, Adler Real Es-
tate has secured a majority shareholding 
in residential housing company Westgr-
und AG, and Germany’second-largest 
residential investor Deutsche Wohnen is 
engaged in a battle to swallow Austrian 
housing specialist conwert Immobilien. 

For the moment, there is capital 
a-plenty to fuel the market’s fantasies 
for synergy, scalability and size. Like-
wise, the huge amount of capital raised 
by Germany’s listed property companies 
in 2014 has encouraged several private-
ly-held companies to take their chances 
on the stock exchange, particularly while 
investor appetite towards the sector re-
mains so favourable. 

Property share sales reached a record 
€4.8 billion last year, 29% more than in 
2013, according to data compiled by 
Dusseldorf-based Barkow Consulting. 
In 2014, the FTSE/EPRA NAREIT index 
of German real estate stocks gained fully 
40%. They’ve been rising even stronger 
since the start of this year.

Among those in Germany making 
preparations for an IPO are Aurelis, Ado 
Properties, and the Australian group 
BGT (see elsewhere in this issue), and as-
set manager Publity.

Grove International Partners, own-
er of German developer Aurelis Real 
Estate, is reported to be considering 
floating Aurelis on the stock market, in 
a move which could take place as ear-
ly as this autumn. Grove is said to have 
appointed Deutsche Bank and UBS as 
global co-ordinators for the listing.

Grove is a property investment firm 
backed by hedge fund manager George 
Soros, and founded by Richard Geor-
gi in 2004 after its earlier incarnation as 
Soros Real Estate. The Frankfurt-based 
Aurelis was valued at about €500m (not 
including debt) in November 2013 based 
on a valuation published by previous 
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We said last month in REFIRE that a flotation could raise €300-
400m based on the company’s ownership of about 235 proper-
ties with 9.000 apartment units in Berlin, with total market capi-
talisation of just below €800m, although the size of the potential 
placement is not known. Investment banks UBS and Kempen 
are said to be preparing the flotation, with Freshfields as the ad-
vising lawyers.

Since then ADO has bought a Berlin residential portfolio from 
Deutsche Wohnen, paying €375m for a total of 5,750 apart-
ments in the city’s Spandau and Reinickendorf districts, bring-
ing its portfolio to over 14,000 units. The apartments have an 
average in-place rent of €5.10 per sqm per month, with a 3.5% 
vacancy rate.

REFIRE briefly met with Rabin Savion, the CEO of ADO Prop-
erties at the recent MIPIM in Cannes and we look forward to get-
ting to know the company better.  This latest leap forward in the 
ADO’s assets under management suggest the company has a 

...from	page	15

co-owner Hochtief AG. 
After a chequered history since its foundation in 2002 as a 

subsidiary of railway operator Deutsche Bahn in 2002, during 
which it was 50%-owned by WestLB and Hochtief AG at differ-
ent times, Aurelis manages and develops offices and logistics 
properties in cities from Cologne to Frankfurt and Munich. 

Hochtief and Grove had bought the company for €1.6bn in 
2007, but several assets have been sold off since then. Hochtief, 
the German bulder controlled by Spanish group ACS, sold its 
stake in Aurelis last year to Grove.

Meanwhile, the Berlin-based ADO Properties, a residen-
tial investor with a focus on the German capital, is also said 
to be heading for a stock market launch later this year. Ado, 
whose parent company is listed in Tel Aviv, may be planning 
to announce a secondary share sale by the end of the first 
half, insiders close to the deal have been quoted in the Ger-
man business press as saying. 

Guest Column:  
Prof. Dr. Alexander von Erdély, Managing Director, VALTEQ Gesellschaft mbH

www.valteq.de

Once again, MIPIM 2015 was one of the 
major highlights of the year for me. As 
always, the industry’s top managers 
gathered at the world’s largest real 
estate trade fair to make new contacts, 
present projects or, as it happened, to 
also meet Vitali Klitschko in the hallway. 
The boxing world champion, who stood 
at least a head taller than any other 
participant, was not however there 
for his own purposes. Moreover, he 
attempted to convince me, and others, 
of the Ukraine’s value as an investment 
location, despite its political troubles. 
The boxing champion was not the only 
one that made a real event of the trade 
fair. The wide international spectrum of 
participants in Cannes creates a unique 
atmosphere, in which transactions and 
market developments are not taken 
quite as seriously as at other times. 
Above all, the following three 
impressions are those I took back to 
Germany from the South of France.

 The perception of fewer German 
participants – despite higher numbers
Even though the trade fair organisers 
announced increased visitor numbers, 
my own subjective feel ing was 

somewhat different. In my eyes, 
German participants, in particular, 
were not as strongly represented as 
had been the case in previous years. 
Nevertheless, it was positive that, on 
the whole, sufficient numbers of big-
name representatives were present, 
with whom one could conduct highly 
concentrated and expedient dialogue.
 Generally optimistic market outlook

The framework conditions on the 
markets are fundamentally considered 
to be favourable. The investment 
pressure for investors is high – due, for 
example, to the relaxed monetary policy 
of the European Central Bank. Despite 
this, in contrast to the year 2007, there is 
a healthy degree of scepticism towards 
the market situation. 
 Concentration on technical advisory 

services
Office space turnover in the German 
strongholds is not keeping pace with  
the investment volumes currently 
moving in the markets. As a 
consequence, real estate owners must 
occupy themselves with increasing 
potential in line with market conditions. 
Irrespective of whether transactions 
or project developments, there is an 

ever-increasing focus on technical 
matters in all areas. For some time, 
we have pursued a strategy of linking 
market and feasibility with each other, 
so that investment management and 
technical implementation go hand  
in hand. For this, we received very 
positive feedback at MIPIM from 
investors and project developers. In 
my estimation, the technical features 
of properties will become one of the 
major value drivers for real estate.   

The 2015 trade fair was again very 
successful for VALTEQ, and the basic 
mood of the participants was positive 
on the whole. Going forward, we will 
use the newly gained knowledge and 
contacts to better ourselves even 
further and, in doing so, to contribute 
to the well-being of our clients. 

MIPIM – My highlights and Klitschko 
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clear plan for the next few years to gain critical mass in Berlin 
housing. 

With figures from the CBRE/Berlin Hyp Housing Market 
Report showing that the average rent for new residential leas-
es in Spandau is €6.75 per sqm per month, and in Reinick-
endorf €7.08 per sqm, there would indeed seem to be upside 
potential. According to Savion, “We see great value potential 
and high demand for apartments in the outskirts of Berlin, 
since rent levels have been continuously rising in inner-city 
locations over the last few years, along with a decline in avail-
able residential units. We are convinced demand will grow in 
the outskirts to benefit from more affordable rents.”

Finally, the Leipzig-based asset manager Publity is taking 
the plunge onto the stock market as early as April 2nd. The 
company specialises in investing in high-yielding office prop-
erties in large German cities and applying a ‘manage to core’ 
approach. It provides a range of asset management services 
for the assets allocated to its currently seven funds set up 
over the past ten years. 

The IPO is designed to broaden the investor base (Chair-
man Thomas Olek is still the majority shareholder) and pro-
vide financing alternatives for portfolio expansion other than 
co-investments. For 2015 Publity has said it wants to invest 
up to €1bn in office properties in the largest cities.  The group 
earned EBIT in 2014 of €4.7m on €9.8m in revenues, with 
€600m of assets under management in its various funds. 
Baader Bank is lead manager for the market flotation.

Germany/Financing
HSH Nordbank ups real estate lending, 
opens Frankfurt office

Another bank flexing its muscles again after having its horns 
clipped during the financial crisis is northern German pub-
lic sector bank HSH Nordbank, which has been making a 
renewed push into real estate lending after earlier retreating 
from many of its traditional lending markets. 

The bank is 85% owned by the German states of Hamburg 
and Schleswig Holstein, and as one of the world’s biggest 
shipping financiers has been suffering from a slump in the 
shipping industry for years. The emphasis is now back on 
real estate, and the bank is beefing up its regional presence 
throughout Germany to cope with demand. The real estate 
division, unlike its parent bank, is not negatively impacted by 
write-downs on loans from Austrian ‘bad bank’ Heta.

Michael Windoffer, Head of National Business for the 
bank’s real estate division, told REFIRE at the MIPIM in 
Cannes recently that the bank had well exceeded its target 
of €3.6bn for new business last year by underwriting €4.1bn, 
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Online must enter the High Street

Stores do not have it easy nowadays. 
They try to present their products to 
customers in an attractive manner, 
provide extensive advice, only for the 
customers to go home and sit in front 
of the computer in order to by a pro-
duct cheaper online, after previously 
clicking through various comparison 
sites. This could be the death knell 
for specialist retailers in the nearby 
shopping centre if they do not adapt 
to meet the challenges posed by the 
new customer behaviour.

At present it is assumed that only 
seven percent of all purchases are 
handled online, but the trend is ri-
sing. Because customers are beco-
ming increasingly connected instore, 
mobile and online, stores will also 
have to become multi-channel. This 
is still a vision of the future, although 
a pilot project initiated by ebay has 
shown the direction which might be 
taken: In the Westfield San Francisco 
Centre, the visitors were confronted 
with „digital store fronts“ instead of 
conventional display windows; these 
fronts functioned as giant touch-
screens on which visitors were able 
to tap and slide their way through a 
range of 100 products and the related 
product information. Without ente-
ring the store, they were able to place 
orders by means of text messages. 
The products were then delivered to 

FROM SPECIALIST 
STORE TO SHOWROOM 
FOR ONLINE TRADING

Author:

Georg Orlich, 

Director, CORPUS SIREO 

Asset Management Retail GmbH

their home. This is an idea with a 
promising future which extends the 
analogue process of purchasing in a 
shopping centre to include a digital 
and also diversified component.

Buying or shopping?

The buying process focuses on spe-
cific demand for a specific product. 
Most of us are under time pressure. 
On the other hand, shopping is a 
leisure pursuit which, if the wishes of 
retailers are met, ends in impulse bu-
ying. Also in purchases of products 
which shoppers probably originally 
did not even intend to consider. The 
trend of simply meandering for fun 
through shopping centres is not new; 
however, it is becoming more and 
more prevalent. Retailers will have 
to come to terms with this aspect 
by creating diversified purchasing 
worlds which communicate the idea 
of an event. This also includes gla-
morous presentation of the products. 
Some retailers have already started to 
present their store as a showroom or 
a gallery rather than a place in which 
the primary function is to sell so-
mething. In the store, the customer is 
able to inspect, touch and try on the 
product. This haptic experience can-
not be provided by the internet, and 
is the major added value of analogue 
retailing. The profane remainder, 
namely paying for and transporting 

Sponsored Statement
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thods. And this is where the retailer 
can become a service provider who 
is in demand, who provides advice 
and who can be engaged to provide 
products and services which precise-
ly meet the customer‘s own needs.

A requiem for analogue trading 
is thus not appropriate. Shopping 
centres in particular have an excel-
lent opportunity if they expand their 
strengths and skilfully integrate new 
purchasing habits.

For further informations please go to
www.corpussireo.com

the products home, is outsourced.

Not only a retailer, but also a service 
provider
In addition to the normal service, 
retailers nowadays have to consider 
various ideas in order to retain their 
customers. This is because custo-
mers are nowadays more informed 
and because internet searches mean 
that they now have knowledge which 
previously was the exclusive preserve 
of the retailer.

One opportunity for the retailer is to 
focus on the individual needs of each 
customer and to surprise the custo-
mer by the fact that his wishes and 

preferences are already known. Good 
hotels have already been working 
with this customer loyalty instrument 
for a long time. How does this work? 
The main criteria are still the dis-
cussion with the customer - as well 
as a good memory and increasingly 
in-store analysis. But be careful, data 
protection and privacy are extremely 
important, and negligence must be 
avoided at all cost.

One final word: Customising, i.e. the 
process of individually adapting a 
product from mass production to the 
specific needs of each individual cus-
tomer, is constantly becoming easier 
as a result of new production me-
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without extensions, up from €2.8bn in 
2013. Two thirds of this business was 
outside the bank’s traditional core geo-
graphic lending region of Hamburg and 
Schleswig-Holstein. A third of the busi-
ness was with international clients, a tra-
ditional strength of the bank, with about 
45 new clients last year, and a third of the 
business was in developments. 

The target for new business this year is 
€3.5bn, a conservative figure but not un-
typical of many of the larger lenders, who 
are warning of lower lending figures this 
year given the plentiful competition and 
ever-tightening margins.

To support the growth the bank re-
opened an office in Frankfurt, hiring Ste-
fan Hoenen, who arrives from Helaba, 
and Thomas Herschinger. Apart from 
its head offices in Hamburg and Kiel, the 
bank also has branch offices in Berlin, 
Düsseldorf/Cologne, Hanover, Stuttgart 
and Munich. 

At the opening of the Frankfurt office, 
Peter Axmann, HSH’s Global Head of 
Real Estate, commented: “We surpassed 

€200m-€500m in business each year. Tick-
et size is between €10m and €150m, with 
the average loan size last year being about 
€30m. With an overall loan book of €10bn, 
the bank’s sectoral breakdown is 40% of-
fice, 30% residential and 25% retail.

Over the past weeks HSH Nordbank 
has confirmed nearly €300m of new loans 
on German real estate projects. The bank 
is financing €117m for the Intelligent Quar-
ters in Hamburg’s HafenCity, a 32,000 sqm 
project being developed by ECE Projek-
tmanagement and Strabag Real Estate 
including offices, retail and residential, and 
due for completion in mid-2017.

The bank is also lending €55m with the 
Kieler Förde Sparkasse as junior partner 
with €10m financing to the Schlossquartier 
project in Kiel, a six-building complex in-
cluding 1,400 sqm of commercial proper-
ties and 213 apartments with 17,500 sqm 
in a downtown location near the Kieler 
Schloss and the Nikolaikirche.  

In the retail sector, HSH Nordbank is 
solely refinancing €120m for a 16-cen-
tre portfolio owned by Morgan Stanley 
Real Estate and the Hamburg-based 
asset manager Redos Real Estate. The 
loan period is four years. Most of the 
assets are in Lower Saxony and North 
Rhine-Westphalia, and encompass about 
200,000 sqm of lettable space. Two thirds 
of the space is let to established retailers 
such as Metro, Rewe and REAL on long-
term leases.

Germany/Funds
Quantum to invest €120m 
across Germany for pension 
fund

Hamburg-based private real estate in-
vestor and project developer Quantum 
Immobilien AG is acting as asset and 
portfolio manager for a new €120m 
Spezialfonds being set up by BNP Pa-
ribas REIM Germany on behalf of an 
as yet unnamed German occupational 
pension fund, or Versorgungswerk. 

our target for new lending last year but 
are nevertheless not planning expansion 
this year as more equity-rich investors are 
entering the market and lender competi-
tion is increasing.” Part of the reason for 
overshooting last year’s target was the 
above-average rate of early repayments, 
he added.

The opening of the Frankfurt office is 
designed to support the bank’s growing 
focus on regional developers and inves-
tors, and to deepen connections with 
Asian investors entering the market, for 
whom Frankfurt is a logical stopping-off 
spot, said Axmann. “Asian investors like to 
come to a new market well-prepared,” he 
commented. “They have been looking and 
researching the German property market 
and made a first few investments over the 
past two years. That activity will rapidly in-
crease this year and next, especially from 
China, South Korea and Singapore.”

The new Frankfurt office will be expect-
ed to pull its weight, along with the other 
branch offices, said Axmann, pointing 
out that the branches normally bring in 

Germany house price development
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Quantum Immobilien KVG will focus 
on the office, retail and residential sec-
tors in Germany’s seven largest cities 
for the fund, which is designed to give 
the pension fund investor “a significant 
increase in its real estate exposure with 
this step”. The mandate allows for di-
versification beyond the biggest cities 
into medium-sized German cities and 
even other European cities.

Quantum is taking on the risk man-
agement and reporting, as well as set-
ting up and administering the fund. It 
said it had already made its first acquisi-
tion for the fund, closing a forward-deal 
structure to acquire a Berlin residential 
project with 200 units with about 15,000 
sqm in the city’s Mitte district, due for 
completion by 2017.

Quantum Immobilien KVG already 
manages around €3.8bn in real estate 
assets, one-third of which is for individ-
ual fund mandates.

According to Reinhard Matten, 
chairman of the board at BNP Parib-
as REIM Germany, “Indirect real estate 
investments are among the preferred 
alternatives for institutional investors 
in the current low interest rate envi-
ronment”. BNP Paribas REIM Germa-
ny manages €4.5bn, most of it divided 
among 12 Spezialfonds and two Luxem-
bourg vehicles for institutional investors.

Meanwhile, Quantum recent-
ly closed on a €70m loan facility for 
its joint venture with fellow Hamburg 
property investor Alstria Office REIT 
with the Hanover-based Deutsche 
Hypothekenbank. The JV is the new-
ly-refurbished, historically-significant 
Kaisergalerie office and retail asset in 
Hamburg.

The listed early-20th century building 
re-opened at the end of last year, having 
previously housed iconic local theatre 
Ohnsorg Theater. The refurbished asset 
now offers 18,000 sqm of gross lettable 
area, 11,600 sqm. of which is office and 
4,800 sqm retail space in a passage that 
links two inner-city high streets. 

Germany/Banking
Kuwait bank KFH launches 
Germany’s first Islamic bank

The Kuwaiti bank Kuwait Finance 
House (KFH) is preparing to launch a 
subsidiary providing full Sharia-compli-
ant banking services in Germany for the 
first time, effective this coming July. The 
bank has gained a fully-integrated bank-
ing licence allowing it to accept deposits 
and offer full credit financing facilities in 
accordance with Islamic rules and regu-
lations, it said in a statement.

KFH is teaming up with subsidiary 
bank Kuwait Turk, which has operated 
a small branch office in the German city 
of Mannheim for several years offering 
a range of sharia-compliant services to 
customers. The new German bank will be 
based in Frankfurt, will operate under the 
name “KT Bank AG” and will be a ful-
ly-owned subsidiary of Kuwait Turk. With 
about 4m Muslims living in Germany, the 
bank said in its statement that it planned 
to launch its European offensive from its 
German base, “by serving its largest tier 
of customers including retail and whole-
sale customers and expanding thereafter 
throughout Europe new branches, com-
panies and banks.” Services will include 
Sukuk deals, funds, real estate and in-
vestment portfolios.

Germany/Residential
Identifying ‘hidden champi-
ons’ in German residential

Among the ‘hidden champions’ for resi-
dential investment in Germany are Bonn , 
Fulda, and the Volkswagen city of Wolfs-
burg, along with Braunschweig, Lübeck 
and Koblenz, according to the latest 
Risk-Return Ranking 2015 published by 
property adviser Dr. Lübke & Kelber.

The Frankfurt-based Dr. Lübke & Kel-
ber has produced an even bigger study 
than its inaugural edition last year, this 
time analysing 110 cities across Germa-

ny for their relative attractiveness as an 
investment location compared with their 
risk profile.

The comprehensive study weighs up 
each city, accounting for population, so-
cial and economic aspects, the housing 
market structure, levels of rent and pur-
chase prices, and demand and supply 
factors. The study, which includes Ger-
many Big Seven cities, then uses a propri-
etary measure to assign a score to each 
city based on a combination of the above 
factors and the risk associated with an in-
vestment in the location.

According to Ulrich Jacke, (pictured, 
below) CEO of Dr. Lübke & Kelber, “The 
goal of the study is to correctly describe 
the location risk to 
investors. Only then 
is it possible to say 
what return has to 
be achieved in or-
der to be sure that 
the location risk has 
been adequately 
priced in.”

Big cities such as Frankfurt (risk premi-
um 0.6%) and Munich (0.4%) did indeed 
score highly, with a low location risk factor, 
along with Regensburg (0.9%), Ingolstadt 
(1.0%), Hamburg (1.1%) and Stuttgart 
(1.1%) – all big cities where prices have 
surged in the past few years. Yet yields 
in these cities are relatively low, despite 
rock-bottom interest rates. For example, 
an investment in Munich with 40% equity 
and a loan at 1.85% still only produces 
an equity return of 4.95%, whereas in 
Greifswald or Gera, the yield return would 
be much higher – but at much higher risk.

Hence, Jacke cautions that invest-
ments in such low-risk locations, which 
are in high demand, often result in a dis-
proportionate fall in yields. “The very short 
supply in these locations meets especially 
high demand, which lets prices rise and 
yields fall,” he said.

Jacke recommends that investors 
should look beyond A-cities into smaller 
locations. “Among the top ten cities in the 
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Germany/Residential
Shore Capital’s Brandenburg 
Realty fund in €135m first 
closing

The AIM-listed investment group Shore 
Capital said it had raised €135m in a 
first close for its Brandenburg Real-
ty German residential fund, and said it 
expects to make a further close within 
three months, bringing maximum com-
mitments up to €250m.

The move marks a return to prom-
inence for the group’s Puma Bran-
denburg subsidiary after it became a 
sizeable investor in Berlin residential in 
2006-7. Puma Brandenburg is making 
a co-investment commitment of up to 
€12.5m in this first close, with the bulk 
of the capital coming from institutional 
investors and family offices in the US.

Shore Capital’s vehicles have previ-
ously bought and managed a German 
real estate portfolio including 3,000 Ber-
lin apartments along with commercial 
properties such as the 306-room five-
star Hyatt Hotel in Cologne and 45 out-

of-town retail units let to discount retail-
er Lidl in locations throughout Germany. 
Chairman and founder Howard Shore 
said the new Brandenburg Realty fund 
was targeting well-located, high-quality 
residential buildings in major German 
cities, with a focus on Berlin, “to exploit 
the sector’s strong growth potential in 
Europe’s largest economy”.

Germany/Retail
AEW and Kintyre team up 
for €150m German retail 
expansion

AEW Europe is taking an unnamed US 
investor into Germany’s retail property 
sector in a €300m opportunistic drive. 
The investment manager said it was 
working with its local partner and retail 
specialist Kintyre Investments to source 
and structure investments throughout 
Germany.

The strategy will initially look to build a 
€150m portfolio, buying assets in lot sizes 
worth €5m-15m. Contracts have already 
been signed for the first acquisition, with 
eight further assets already under offer. 
However, investment capacity for the part-
nership is expected to double to around 
€300m, depending on opportunity.

Russell Jewell, head of private equi-
ty funds at AEW Europe, said the sector 
represented “good value at present”, 
with “potential upside through asset 
management and a demonstrable pipe-
line of deals”. 

Kintyre Investments, said it plans to 
stay away from the major cities for the 
partnership’s future investments. Paul 
Shiels, co-founder of Kintyre, said “We 
see considerable value at the moment in 
smaller transactions, located away from 
the large German cities. Retailers contin-
ue to trade strongly in these areas and 
this creates attractive asset management 
opportunities.”

AEW Europe at end-2014 had €17.3bn 
of assets under management, with over 

risk ranking, five locations are not among 
the largest seven cities,” he said. Inves-
tors need to observe, however, that these 
markets are less liquid, investment tickets 
are smaller and access is more difficult, 
particularly for investments of €100m

The study divides the 110 cities into 
four categories depending on their risk 
score: A++, A+, A, and A-. The minimum 
return required for an investment in each 
location is then calculated and ranked 
against an agreed benchmark (including 
the risk-free 10-year government bond, 
plus state-dependent transaction costs) 
to highlight the most attractive locations. 
Depending on federal state, the risk-free 
spectrum ranges from 3.15% to 3.35%.

The study also points out how small-
scale exit strategies involving many of the 
hidden champion locations, such as the 
sub-division of portfolios into smaller clus-
ters for sale to several investors, can be used 
to positively influence yields. Spreading 
large investments in small tranches across 
a variety of B-cities with a good risk-return 
rating can prove a good diversification strat-
egy, with strong upside potential.
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€1bn of value-add opportunistic invest-
ments since 2010. The Frankfurt-based 
Kintyre Investments, established in 
2009, is an independent privately owned 
firm working in Germany, with currently 
€250m of AUM.

Germany/Financing
BayernLB to boost property 
lending despite hefty Austri-
an write-offs

Bavarian Landesbank BayernLB is the 
German bank most heavily exposed to 
the moratorium on €11bn of debt is-
sued by Heta in Austria, the ‘bad bank’ 
of erstwhile BayernLB subsidiary Hypo 
Alpe Adria (see article on Düsseldorfer 
Hypothekenbank in this issue).

While BayernLB doubled its real es-
tate lending profits last year to €180m 

on new business of €3bn, the €1.2bn of 
loan receivables from Heta which it was 
forced to write off (along with the sale 
of an unprofitable Hungarian subsidiary 
MKB) saw it booking a €1.3bn net loss.

Last year’s new commercial real es-
tate lending of €3bn included €1bn 
of loan extensions, with 84% going to 
domestic property. BayernLB said it ex-
pects to increase this to €3.7bn in 2015 
at stable margins, and to raise its over-
all property lending by €5bn to €19bn 
over the next five years. The growth is 
expected to come from two markets – 
firstly, by more lending to German cli-
ents on their overseas investments, and 
secondly by winning new business from 
foreign investors coming into Germany, 
particularly from the Far East, the Mid-
dle East and North and South America.

BayernLB brought twice their usu-

al contingent of bankers to the MIPIM, 
reflecting their strengthened domestic 
network of offices in Berlin, Frankfurt, 
Düsseldorf, Hamburg and Stuttgart, in 
addition to their Munich head office. An-
nouncing the bank’s new plans for growth 
in financing, BayernLB CEO Edgar Zoller 
said the bank planned to reach its financ-
ing goals without incurring any more risk 
than it currently is, “by only lending on 
projects which would make sense if the 
interest rate was not 1% or 2% as it is at 
the moment, but 5%.” 

In particular, said Zoller, the bank is 
looking to finance more hotels, man-
aged-care homes and logistic prop-
erties, with project developments not 
to surpass more than 25% of new 
lending. Currently BayernLB’s lending 
profile is for 70% domestic and 30% 
investment outside Germany
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ference in Frankfurt that the 
market was seeing a lot more 
competition, particularly in Ger-
many, which saw margins drop-
ping again by up to 40 basis 
points over the year. However 
the bank remained competitive 
by not focusing purely on core 
properties, but also on more lu-
crative project developments and assets 
in good locations in secondary cities, 
where it has a strong competitive edge 
and local knowledge.

Helaba now has a total loan book of 
€32.4bn, a figure which remained fair-
ly constant, despite the increased new 
business, due to redemptions from, 
among others, German open-ended 
funds in liquidation.

Fenk commented on the amount 

of equity that investors are 
now bringing in with them to 
deals, particularly for the big-
ger-ticket deals. This strongly 
differentiates the current sit-
uation from previous market 
cycle peaks, where LTV ra-
tios were much higher. This 
might not hold true through 

2015, he cautioned, with many lower 
quality tickets looking for more financing 
in a competitive market.  Banks, includ-
ing his own, would indeed now consid-
er underwriting single ticket loans of up 
to €300m, whereas €100m might have 
been taxing two years ago.

Of Helaba’s lending in 2014, 56% was 
for German property, and overall the fo-
cus was on office and retail. Outside of 
Germany, the bank is looking to beef up 
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Germany/Financing
Helaba exceeds lending tar-
gets, but warns on lower 2015

Frankfurt-based Helaba surpassed even 
its own expectations for new real estate 
lending in 2014 with new medium and 
long-term property underwriting reach-
ing nearly €10bn, against a background 
of growing competition among lenders 
and further pressure on margins. None-
theless, Helaba board member with re-
sponsibility for real estate Jürgen Fenk 
(pictured, right) gave a strong indication 
that new lending this year is likely to be 
down on last year’s figure.

Including the signing of €2bn of short-
term business, last year’s total lending 
was €11.8bn, an increase on the €10.6bn 
written in 2013.  Fenk told a press con-
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in the Nordic markets and selectively in 
Spain, but only with existing partners. 
Despite Turkey’s recent prominence (as 
guest of honour with over 230 exhibitors 
at the recent MIPIM, for example), mar-
kets such as it and Italy are not markets 
for Helaba, said Fenk. 

Syndication will also be stepped 
up this year after last year’s more than 
€1bn in volume, although for the year 
as a whole Fenk suggested the total 
new lending figure was more likely to be 
around €8bn.  “The most important is the 
risk profile and the margin – we imagine 
we’ll be turning down quite a few financ-
ing options this year”, he commented.

Germany/Logistics
Tristan Fund buys logistics 
park from Edeka for €31m

An opportunistic fund advised by 
pan-European real estate investment 
manager Tristan Capital Partners has 
bought a 24.3-hectare logistics park in 
the major German distribution hub of 
North Rhine-Westphalia from an affiliate 
of the Edeka Group, one of Germany’s 
largest retailers. 

Tristan said the €31 million purchase is 
the first of three planned German trans-
actions worth a combined total of €327 
million that the fund anticipates closing 
on in this and the second quarter.

Tristan’s European Property Inves-
tors Special Opportunities III (EPISO 
3) fund bought the 85,000 sqm park on 
the outskirts of a suburb of Bielefeld. It 
comprises almost 85,000 sqm of ware-
housing and offices, 11% of which is cur-
rently vacant. Martkauf Holding, a sub-
sidiary of Edeka Group, will lease back 
64% of the park’s space that it currently 
occupies. Specialist retail and centre ad-
viser CEV Handelsimmobilien GmbH 
advised Marktkauf Holding on the deal.

Ali Otmar, managing director of in-
vestments at Tristan Capital, comment-
ed, “This investment offers an excellent 

balance between substantial on-going 
cashflow from strong covenants and the 
value-add potential through the devel-
opment of new grade-A logistics space 
over time.”

Five of Germany’s 10 largest lo-
gistics operators are located in North 
Rhine-Westphalia because of its impor-
tance as a transit area between the Ruhr 

industrial region and the ports located in 
the Netherlands on the North Sea coast 
via the River Rhine. The asset acquired 
by the EPISO 3 fund is close to the A2 
and A33 motorways serving Dortmund, 
Hannover and Osnabrück, while also 
being close to national and regional rail-
way services. The park also has planning 
permission to develop a further 38,600 
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so the spread between yields and debt 
remained attractive.  

Updating progress on the third fund, 
which had already surpassed its €750m 
fundraising target by €200m in January 
last year, Lewis revealed that 80% of the 
cash had now been committed across 25 
deals at an average yield of 8.6%. The 
properties are more than 85% occupied 
with an average unexpired lease of 5.5 
years. Half the purchases were in retail 
property, more than in previous funds, in 
which retail accounted for around a third 
of the portfolios. “That’s not uncommon 
now,” said Lewis. “We’re only at the be-
ginning of the fundamentals starting to 
improve in retail.”

Germany/IPOs
Australian group BGP to exit 
German resi through IPO

The Australian group BGP is planning to 
list its German residential holdings on the 
stock market in an IPO planned for lat-
er this year, a recent Reuters report said, 

citing two people familiar with the deal. 
The group could sell shares worth up to 
€500m in the flotation, which is being or-
ganised by JP Morgan, said the report.

BGP owns apartments worth €1.1 
billion, mainly in Berlin and North 
Rhine-Westphalia, and is one of the few 
large portfolios still remaining in private 
hands that are ready to be divested. It 
also has additional assets worth €200m. 
The group was formed in 2005 as a joint 
venture between Australian investment 
group Babcock & Brown and Australian 
property group GPT, and at one stage 
had a valuation of €4 billion before em-
barking on a programme of disposals.

Babcock & Brown was liquidated in 
2009, with GPT shareholders receiving 
shares in BGP. Holders of these securi-
ties, mainly funds and more than 50,000 
primarily Australian retail investors, have 
so far been unable to trade them publicly.

BGP, whose equity value is estimat-
ed to be €600-700m, mandated bankers 
Lazard in mid-2014 to advise it on its 
options for an exit. “The main scenario is 
a stock market listing, but you can nev-

Graph of Total Return Performance of Europe and Germany in Euro currency over the past twelve months 
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sqm of space. The Cologne-based spe-
cialist developer and asset manager and 
long-term Tristan partner Alpha Indus-
trial have been engaged as co-investor 
and to help develop the site in phases 
through the holding period.

Separately, Tristan recently an-
nounced its launch of a new €950m fund 
that will invest in value-add opportunities 
across Europe, the fourth in its Euro-
pean Property Investors Special Op-
portunities series. The fund will have a 
maximum loan-to-value of 60%, giving it 
potential investment firepower of almost 
€2.4bn. As with the previous fund, it will 
target net returns of 15% and will invest 
across sectors on an opportunistic ba-
sis. Tristan is aiming to complete the first 
close of the fund by June.

Ric Lewis, chief executive of Tristan, 
said: “The market yesterday was a bit 
better than today but there is still real val-
ue. There is still a huge spread between 
the cost of impaired assets and what 
people are prepared to pay once they 
are repaired.”  He added that the cost of 
borrowing had come down dramatically 
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The Retail+ Fund is Greenman’s first 
Luxembourg-registered AIF, enabling it 
to raise equity from throughout Europe. 
Among several funds the company of-
fers, the Retail+ Fund is the company’s 
second fully focused on Germany’s spe-
cialist retail markets (“Fachmarktzentren”), 
shopping centres with multiple tenants 
but anchored by a strong grocery retailer. 
The fund is raising €50m from investors 
from Luxembourg and German vehicles 
and is targeting €90m of acquisitions by 
March 2016, with the prospect of returns 
above 8%.

A second deal is close to completion, 
according to CEO John Wilkinson when 
REFIRE met with Greenman at the MIP-
IM in Cannes recently.

The Stralsund asset is currently under-
going extensive renovation in the hands 
of Hamburg-based project manage-
ment firm Concept-Immobilien Projek-
tentwicklungs GmbH, with completion 
expected in the fourth quarter and the 
centre being re-named ChausseeCen-
ter. Grocery supermarket Rewe will be 
the anchor tenant and take 40% of the 

space, with the remainder including shoe 
retailer Deichmann, and Takko Fashion.

The Dublin-based Greenman, found-
ed in 2005, originally started in Germany 
in automobile service centres which are 
let out to globally-recognised car service 
providers. The group has since expand-
ed into retail real estate, and currently 
owns 18 centres across Germany valued 
at more than €100m. It plans further work 
with Concept-Immobilien to revitalise a 
number of its other centres over the next 
18 months.

Germany/Listed Companies
Boost in Deutsche Euroshop 
dividend as Böge bows out

Claus-Matthias Böge, the long-time 
CEO of Hamburg-based Deutsche Eu-
roshop (DES), is doubtless pleased that 
the listed shopping centre investor has 
just booked record figures for the full-
year 2014, enabling him to step down 
from the company on a high note.

Throughout the crisis Deutsche Euro-

er rule out a trade buyer making an at-
tractive offer,” a person familiar with the 
company told Reuters. 

Earlier this year BGP refinanced a 
4,000-unit portfolio with €160m grant-
ed by Berlin Hyp as part of the overall 
refinancing of its assets. Following a 
sale of a 6,750-unit portfolio in Wilhelm-
shaven to Adler Real Estate in January 
this year, BGP still holds around 15,000 
apartments in Berlin, Cologne, Kiel, and 
neighbouring Rendsburg.

Germany/Retail
Ireland’s Greenman heading 
for €90m with German retail 
fund

Steadily-growing Irish real estate group 
Greenman Investments has made its 
first investment for its Greenman Retail+ 
fund.by buying the Tribseer Center in the 
northern German town of Stralsund in 
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania for 
€18.8m. The transaction was done as 
part of a share deal.

Graph of the total return performance of Europe and Germany in Euro currency over the past five years 
REFIRE charts courtesy of GPR, Global Property Research
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For more information about Greenman and our Q2 2014 
investment priorities please contact a member of our investor 
relations team at enquiries@greenman.com or call us on 
+353 1 647 1121 

Visit us at www.greenman.com

Premier Benchmark Property LTD., t/a Greenman Investments is authorised 
as an Alternative Investment Fund Manager by the Central Bank of Ireland 
under the European Union (Alternative Investment Fund Managers) 
Regulations 2013. Authorisation number C123941.

Greenman
Investments
Greenman are sector specific investment fund 

managers. Our sole focus is the German food 

retailing asset class; Fachmarktzentren. Our funds 

own 18 Fachmarktzentren, with a value of over 

€100m located across Germany, 

Our investment strategy delivers:

•	 low	finance	&	operational	costs

•	 high	annual	rent	surpluses

•	 twice	annual	investor	distributions

•	 flexible	investment	structures

•	 conservative	exit	models

•	 operational	transparency

shop was the most resilient of all the German listed real estate 
companies on the stock market, thanks to its predictable and 
stable business model. The share moved sideways for several 
years, as other listed shares collapsed. With the recovery, DES 
has now also surged ahead, and the company has consistently 
delivered strong results. Last year was the best yet, with all key 
figures improving.

Consolidated revenue was up 6.8%, from €188.0 million to 
€200.8 million, largely thanks to a positive contribution from the 
Altmarkt-Galerie Dresden, which was fully consolidated for the first 
time this year (eight months in 2013). Rental income from portfolio 
properties increased by 2.3% compared with the previous year.

EBIT climbed 7.0%, from €165.8m to €177.5m. At €214.7m, 
earnings before taxes (EBT) were 14.4% up on the previous 
year (€187.6m). Taxes on income and earnings amounted to 
€37.2m compared to €16.6m in 2013.  

Valuation gains were up €21.0m year-on-year at €77.0 mil-
lion (2013: €56.0m). The value of group properties increased 
by 3.0% on average. Net asset value (EPRA NAV) as at 31st 
December 2014 was €1,789.4m (+8.4%), or €33.17 per share. 
At a current share price of about €46.00 the stock is trading at 
a solid premium to NAV.

Funds from operations (FFO) improved by 7.6% to €120.5m, 
or €2.23 per share, up from €2.08 in 2013, and the board is 
proposing to the AGM in hamburg in June to pay a dividend of 
€1.30 per share, up 5 cents, for a dividend yield of 3.59%.

Böge said that this year the company is expecting only 
moderately higher revenue (target €204m) and for 2016 (target 
€206m), with earnings expected to slow (+2%) along with FFO 
(+1.3%). This is because of the one-off effect of boosting its 
ownership in the Dresdner Altmarkt-Galerie to 100%, rather than 
the 67% previously. “No one should be disappointed if, in this 
environment of very low inflation, the company grows just a lit-
tle more slowly this year”, he said by way of a parting shot.

Germany/Study
German real estate returns in 2014 highest 
on record

MSCI, the owners of International Property Databank, has re-
leased the latest IPD German Annual Property Index for 2014, 
which shows the highest total returns since the index began.

The IPD German Annual Property Index returned 6.0% in 
2014, up from 5.2% in 2013, delivering the highest recorded 
return since IPD records began in 1996 with total returns in all 
market sectors performing above the 5, 10 and 15 year average.

Total returns on Industrial (12.2%), Residential (7.9%) and 
Retail (7.2%) all outperformed the index with only office proper-
ties underperforming at 4.2%.
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to the boom in the sector, it said.
The indicator for Property Climate,based 

on a survey of industry experts, rose 5.5% 
in February and is touching on new highs. 
According to bank board member Andreas 
Pohl, “The good sentiment which has been 
observed by property experts for a while 
now is being underpinned by economic re-
alities. There is no end to this in sight, even 
though the current cycle is heading into its 
eighth year now. Such phases normally last 
for about seven years, but cycles in the 
sector may become longer in the future.”

On an asset level the Retail Climate 
reading recorded its largest-ever increase, 
gaining 8%, while the Industrial reading 
rose 5.8% to hit a new high.

Prof. Justus Vollrath, Executive Direc-
tor at MSCI in Germany commented, “The 
results of the 2014 IPD Annual German 
Property Index show that growth was ex-
perienced across all sectors, albeit at differ-
ing levels. Industrial showed the strongest 
Capital Value Growth, and entered positive 
territory for the first time since 2001.”

The IPD Germany Annual Property 
Index measures ungeared total returns 
to directly held standing property invest-
ments from one open market valuation to 
the next. The index tracks performance 
of 2,235 property investments, with a 
total capital value of €52.1 billion as at 
December 2014. The market coverage is 
estimated to be around 20% - 30%, with 

results dating back to 1995 but with ad-
ditional data available from 1989.

Germany/Indices
Deutsche Hypo Index shows 
sentiment improving further 
in February.

The Hanover-based Deutsche Hypo, in 
its February market climate indicator, said 
that German real estate sentiment improved 
further through February, with financial and 
geopolitical uncertainties, falling oil prices 
and historically low interest rates all com-
bined to drive more investors into property 
as an asset class. It sees no immediate end 
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Guest Column:  George Salden (5)

The German Property Market: If You Want 
Good Returns, You Must See the Big Picture

In the last article, we put real estate under the microscope: 
The tenant cycle is well-known; the structure of rents is 
transparent; the dynamics were revealed; and the decision 
for a certain style of investment was made. The next step 
is to analyse the property environment 
over time since tenant dynamics are 
closely connected to the rent index and 
market rents. It is necessary to take a 
differentiated approach in considering 
how the rent level will develop, which 
in turn depends upon the cycle of the 
location – on a large and small scale, i.e. 
the city, district, street. 

This macro-cycle is defined by four suc-
cessive phases that repeat each other 
cyclically. At the beginning of the cycle, 
the supply is low, and investors look for rising rental pric-
es and high returns. This phase is followed by overbuilding: 
Many buildings are finished in a short time and the supply 
is greater than the demand. Since the macro-cycle of the 
overall economy often follows with a slight lag, demand falls 
in this phase of the cycle due to the economy. The supply of 
space outstrips demand and meets with the already limited 
purchasing power of the population. To put it briefly: vacan-
cies increase, and rents and purchase prices fall. When the 
market consolidates, the oversupply and the falling demand 
reinforce each other, causing rents to drop to a low level. 
The market stabilises when this phase reaches its nadir: The 
low price level stimulates demand for affordable real estate 
which is also supported by a recovering economy. Demand 
gains traction and reinforces itself, and there is a rise in rents 
from new tenancy agreements. 

It is not possible to react directly to this rise in demand since 
the production of new space lags behind demand. At this point, 
the cycle has been completed once and begins again with the 
market shakeout phase. The main cause of the macro-cycle is 
the time lag that is a part of the property asset. Due to the long 
production periods for real estate, new space can only service 
the strong excess demand with a time lag. Most construction 
projects are completed in a phase of the macro-cycle that ex-
hibits a completely different relationship between supply and 
demand than when the projects were begun. 

However, it is necessary to consider that the value of a prop-
erty at the beginning and the end of a cycle is usually differ-
ent. In the following, we will consider what happens when 
there is a long-term change along with a cyclical fluctuation, 
i.e. when a trend is integrated into the analysis. The model is 
expanded for this: Besides the cyclical fluctuation, the mar-
ket rents only change by an additional constant percentage. 
While the market is always subject to the same fluctuations, 

the absolute performance of the 
market rents is now constantly ris-
ing. Important: Only a forecast that 
also takes into account the trends 
makes it possible to anticipate the 
development of the rents and thus 
the returns on investments.

The previous analyses of the mac-
ro-cycle are based on the assump-
tion that the market cycle changes 
like a sinusoidal wave. However, 
this form of the cycle is often pure 

theory since the macro-market is influenced by a number 
of factors that were insufficiently considered in the previous 
analysis. Let us take a very current example for a “player” 
that can have tremendous consequences: the statutory limits 
on rental prices. Such intervention in the existing system has 
a major influence – which is very easy to understand – on 
the future development of market rents. This example shows 
that it is insufficient to also include the status quo and its di-
rect forecast change in analyses. Rather, potential influential 
factors must always be monitored since they can have a seri-
ous influence on the cycle and thus can also be an important 
basis for deciding for or against an investment. 

Let us begin with an analysis and description of a macro-lo-
cation in order to gain a feel for its development. I must stress 
again that the macro-cycle in its pure form solely provides a 
theoretical explanatory model in order to approach the pecu-
liarities of the property market. In reality, the property market 
is much more complex than the approach with this model 
suggests. It consists of various sub-markets that are all inter-
woven and mutually influence each other.

The factors that should be considered at a location can be 
divided into hard and soft ones. The hard ones certainly in-
clude the infrastructure: How do the streets or roads run, how 
accessible is the location and how do you reach it, what is 
the parking situation and how far are the connections to the 
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local and national public transport system. It is also necessary 
to consider how easy it is to reach the city by car, underground, 
railway or plane, and what the overall structure of the networks 
for the public local transport system is. 

The geographical location – another hard location factor – con-
sists of parameters such as the location of the city, the distance 
to the neighbouring cities, the urban development plans – like 
the zoning plan or the regional planning programme – as well 
as factors such as the development of the city. The hard loca-
tion factors that have the greatest influence on the market are 
labour and demographics: The social and economic structure 
is the key to a sustainable description of the current condi-
tion of a macro-market and its future development. Among the 
most important demographic developments are the population 
structure, the age structure, the social structure, the number of 
households, the current migration trends and the level of edu-
cation. These structural circumstances are not a static snap-
shot, however; rather, they must be recognised as trends in 
development. Only then is it possible to take the important step 
from market analysis to cycle forecast. 

Besides the hard location factors, soft location factors are also 
an important part in an evaluation of the macro-cycle. The soft 
location factors primarily include the image of a city or a part 
of a city that results from a combination of hard and soft fac-
tors and has immense significance for the attractiveness of a 
market. An impressive example here is the Berlin district of 
Kreuzberg, which enjoys the reputation of a being a hip neigh-
bourhood thanks to its cultural diversity and attracts above all 
young people. This in turn has a demographic impact.

In a comparison of the hard and soft location factors, we can 
see that the hard ones are easier to influence and their signifi-
cance is easier to describe for the macro-market than the soft 
location factors. The construction of a new street can eliminate 
infrastructure flaws or harm the quality of a neighbourhood 
due to the increase in traffic. On the other hand, soft location 
factors are interesting for the development of the macro-cycle 
due to their longevity. They prove to be significantly more sta-
ble than hard criteria: For example, the number of unemployed 
people can change quickly, but a location’s image needs much 
more time.  

The dramatic extent to which the economic performance can 
affect the property market is evident, for example, by taking a 
glimpse at the east of Germany: While companies have moved 
to Berlin and Leipzig, entire villages in the greater metropolitan 
areas are dying out. There are already ghost towns in Saxony 

and Brandenburg. An example of this is Heuersdorf, which 
lost its entire population due to the decline in the lignite indus-
try. This trend shall continue in the future.

A demographic analysis shows that the age structure also 
plays an important role. Retirees use the largest amount of 
space because they fear a move for emotional and financial 
reasons. For this reason, retirees have higher consumption 
expenses for home ownership on average. But new fami-
ly and labour structures shall also cause an increase in the 
demand for individual use concepts. The traditional family 
is increasingly losing importance and the tendency to work 
in a “home office” plays a major role here. Consequently, if 
the housing stock wants to generate high returns over the 
long term, it will be necessary to adjust it to the new needs 
of a changing population. In hardly any other place is it as 
clear that property investments must focus on the tenant and 
not the property. Anticipating the long-term development of 
the population structure is essential for an investment in real 
estate since such an investment will be exposed to the con-
sequences of demographic change due to the long holding 
periods. Many developments cannot be predicted with any 
degree of certainty – but close monitoring is absolutely es-
sential. Only in this way is it possible to react to the problem 
of asset meltdown. 

While some experts assume that the ageing population will 
use real estate as security for retirement, others hold the view 
that people will terminate their investments in order to cov-
er the costs of retirement. The latter would mean more real 
estate on the market and would lead to a loss in value for 
individual properties in future. In the next article, we will look 
at how the micro- and macro-analyses come together since if 
you want good returns, you have to match.

George Salden is the author of the book “Die Dyna-
mische Methode” [The Dynamic Method] based on 
his 19 years of experience as an expert and manag-
er in property and transaction management which 
highlights the way towards a whole new method of 
determining the profitability of properties. He was 
previously a director at alt+kelber Immobilienman-
agement, a subsidiary of conwert Immobilien Invest 
SE, where he was responsible for major internation-
al transactions. He then took over as International 
Head of M&A at AK Holding GmbH & Co. KG. He is 
now Head of Transaction/Executive Board Member 
at Dr. Lübke & Kelber / Arbireo.
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